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I was contemplating what to write
about in the editorial this morning
whilst on a bus travelling through 
central London. It occurred to me that
it will be October next week and I 
suddenly wondered where September
had disappeared to. Then I realised 
I had spent most of it travelling! 

Over the past four weeks on sepa-
rate occasions, I’ve taken flights to
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and
Belfast to teach groups of nurses. 
Since all the necessary but frustrating
increased security at airports, you
often realise at the last minute that 
you forgot to put your toothpaste,
hand cream or makeup in that small
plastic bag that costs you 50 pence to

buy at some airports, or the drink
you’ve just purchased has to be drunk
at break neck speed or it will be 
confiscated. Then to add insult to
injury you have to bend down, untie
the laces on your trainers, remove 
said articles and place them too on 
the conveyer belt to go through the
security scanning machine. I take a
popular cheap airline mostly from
Luton for convenience but the final
dash on to the plane to get a decent
seat, as it’s a first come first served
system, can just about ‘do you in’! 

My train travel took me further
afield this week to Newcastle and
Cardiff. Now this is a more sedate
method until, like Monday of this
week I experienced severe delays with
‘trees on the track’ following a freak
tornado and then the buffet closed
down due to a technical fault! One day
I’ll get myself organised, take my card
making materials with me and make
one en route in any stationary delays. 

I intensely dislike the under-
ground especially during hot weather
and rush hour, but to traverse London
by taxi is not economically viable all
the time, so now I mostly catch the
bus. I haven’t used this method as
much since I was at school! I had to
travel from Bedford on an early train
to be in my son’s flat for the delivery
of a bed this morning, as he was busy
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working and couldn’t be in to receive
the goods. The sun was flooding in 
as I sat on the top deck, right at the
front of the 188 to get the best view! It
was quite amazing as we drove over
Waterloo Bridge, with bright blue
skies, a few fluffy white clouds, the
Thames water calm and glistening 
and the wonderful vista of the sights
of London on the horizon. This includ-
ed the London Eye, the Houses of
Parliament and Big Ben to my right,
the glorious Gherkin and St Paul’s
Cathedral to my left.  What could be
more entertaining and enjoyable! 

This weekend my husband travels
for work to France and Italy (by train
and plane!) but I’ve decided I’m stay-
ing in my house for the entire time.
I’ve had my fill of travelling lately
which has prevented me getting in my
sewing room and making some cards -
so home alone for 48 hours, guess
where I will be – yes you’ve got it, and
starting on those Christmas cards! 

I hope if you travel this Autumn,
you travel safely and have time to
make some cards as well! 

Best wishes,



3D Découpage
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These découpage sheets are printed in the step by
step style and are very easy to use. Simply cut out the
complete picture (No. 1 on the sheet) and use this for
the background layer. 

Cut out the pieces for each numbered layer in turn,
mounting them onto the main picture as you go using
either mini fixers or silicone glue. Once all the pieces are
used, mount the design into or onto a card.

A little extra work on the
layers makes a lot of differ-
ence to the finished result,
and here are some hints, tips
and ideas for mounting.
Bears - Christmas Gift SD359:

Layer 2: Use a little bit of fixer on the
bottom of each card on the strings and
glue the top edge of each. Glue the
straight edge of the tree.

Layer 3: Glue the bow at the knot.

Layer 4: Cut between dress and
jumper then curve the dress down.
Cut along mum’s smile and curve the
chin down.

Layer 5: Glue each ear at its base. Cut along the fold of mum’s arm curving
the shoulder down. Cut between top leaf and apron then curve top of
apron down. Glue the back of the purple jumper.

Layer 6: Cut between the rose and the bow and curve the rose up.

Mounted 1: AP48G-HC-GO-23 Green with Gold. 

Bears - Christmas Walk SD222:

Layer 3: Cut along a short way
between the foot and leg of the back,
black wellie along the painted line.
Curve the leg part of the boot down 
at the cut.
Layer 4: Cut and curve the black boot
as before. Curve the green arm down
at the shoulder.
Layer 5: Curve the paw down at the
wrist. Cut and shape both brown boots
as before. Cut between the two bits 
of blue scarf, curve the bottom piece
down and the top piece up then glue
the scarf at the neck. 
Layer 6: Cut between the hat fur and
the scarf, sticky fix fur by the centre
and glue both ends. Curve the scarf
above the muffler down. 
Layer 7: Glue the arm at the shoulder.
Layer 8: Curve the muffler to shape
and sticky fix by the centre only.
Mounted 1: SF01U-45 White. The card
is covered with Transfer snowflakes
(EASY943) and white velvet (EASY920)
which comes out very pale blue. The

card has an acetate slip cover with
clear glitter glue streaked across it
which looks like sleety rain. The
découpage is mounted onto blue
card then onto the acetate cover. A
snowman from the transfer sheet
decorates the corner.
Mounted 2: AP48G-HC-GO-29
Dark Blue with Gold.

Mounted 2: SF01U-49 Hammer Red. The first layer and
wording border are mounted onto panels of pearl white.
Gems are stuck over the baubles on the top layer of the
tree. The background waste from some star string stick-
ers is used to make a pretty border down the left hand
side of the card.
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Snowman and Bear SD234:

Layers 2 & 3: Glue the side and bottom edges of
the snow.

Layer 4: Curve bottom of bear’s hand down.

Layers 6 & 7: Glue the sides of the scarf at the
neck.

Layer 8: Glue the top of the scarf.

Mounted 1: AP48U-50 Hammer Green. Mount 
the découpage into the aperture as usual then run
white border stickers across the top and down the
two sides of the aperture. Place them about 2mm
in from the edge of the aperture and going right
to the edge of the card so they cross over at the
corners. The lower border is placed 18mm down
from the aperture. The wording panel is curved 
to shape then stuck across the lower border. Infill
the corners with tiny snowflakes and some of the
dots left on the snowflake sheet.

Mounted 2: SF01U-26 Pale Blue. The découpage 
is mounted onto green card then raised on sticky

Bears Around Christmas Tree SD357:

Layer 2: On the bear tucked behind the tree,
cut between tartan hat and bears ear, curve
the hat down.

Layer 3: On the same bear, cut between tree
and tartan hat, curve both sides of the hat
down. On both outer bears cut between leg
and tree and curve tree down.

Layer 4 : Cut along the painted toe line on
single red wellie and the blue/green wellie,
curve the leg of each wellie down. Curve 
the top of purple scarf down and glue top 
of both outer bears arms down.

Layer 5: Cut and shape the single red wellie
as before. Cut between both ted’s ears and
hats, curve hats down and lift ears. Glue the
left paw of the bear on the left.

Layer 6: Cut and shape each wellie. Curve
each hat down by the ear. Curve and glue 
the scarves.

Layer 7 : Curve arm down at shoulder.
Curve scarf down at top.

Mounted 1: AP48G-HC-GO-29 Dark Blue. 

Santa, Toys and Sleigh
SD356:

Layer 3: Cut between the tartan
and red presents and fold the 
tartan one on the painted line. 
Layer 4: Cut between the sack 
and the bottom of the red present.
Curve the sack down and fold the
present along the painted line.
Layer 5: Glue the bottom of the
sack neck down.
Layer 7: Cut between the thumb
and fist on both hands and curve
the thumbs down.
Mounted 1: AP48G-HC-GO-61 Bright White with Gold.
Mounted 2: SF01U-48 Hammer Pale Blue. The design is mounted to the right of the card
with a mobile to the left which is made from wire, some of the extra pieces on the découp-
age sheet, a couple of wooden snowmen and a sticker snowflake.

fixers onto the card front which 
is covered with puffed up liquid
appliqué snow dots.

Mounted 2: SF01U-29 Dark Blue. The
card front is covered with snowflake
paper and the design mounted over this.
The tree has gems covering the baubles

and the wording is formed with wire and
gems on white card squares.
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Bears on Reindeer SD358:

Layer 3: Cut between deer and
green coat, curve coat down.

Bears - Postbox SD220:

Layer 2: Glue the straight side of the tree
and the bottom of the snow.

Pale Roses SD328:

Layer 2: All the little buds are optional, they can be fiddly to use but do add some nice
detail. If you use them, glue each single one at the base. 
Layer 3: Glue the bases of the single buds after fixing into place. Cut the single sideways
flower on the left away from the rest and fix into place gluing at the stem.
Layer 4: Glue the base of the two pink petals. Cut between the outer petals and the rose
centre of the top rose, shape the outer petals then glue the bottom once the rose is stuck
in place. 
Layer 5: Lightly fold the top flower where the bottom petal joins the rest of the flower.
Sticky fix into place and glue on the fold so the single petal sticks up and the centre
bends down. On centre rose cut between bottom, right petal and leaf, curve the leaf
down and petal up.
Layer 6: On the large centre, cut between the centre bud and petal on both sides. Curve
the top of the petals down. Medium centre, cut along the petal to the left side and bend
it up. Fold the petal below the centre up and glue on the fold once fixed into place. Glue
all centres at their bases.
Layer 7: Glue base of rose centre.
Mounted 1: SF01M-83 Quartz. The border is punched out of pink paper using PPU161.
Strips of background paper and a large heart gem decorate the side of the card.

Layer 4: Cut between deer’s front leg and chest. Curve
the chest and saddle strap down.

Layer 5: Cut between deer’s ear and bear then curve the
bear down at the cut. Glue the harness at the front of 
the chest.

Layer 7: Cut between antler and face, curve the face 
down at the cut.

Layer 8: Glue the ear where it joins the head. Glue arm at
shoulder. Don’t sticky fix the bow, just glue it by the knot
only and lift the loops once the glue is dry.

Mounted 1: AP48G-HC-GO-61 Bright White with Gold.

Mounted 2: SF01U-30 White covered with wintery sky
paper. The first layer of the design is not used, the other
layers are mounted onto the card, adding two square 
panels which are strung onto holographic strings along
with some stars and snowflakes. A piece of parchment is
added to the left of the front panel and decorated with
Quickutz and liquid appliqué wording and peel-off sticker
snowflakes and dots.

Layer 4: Cut along the toe line 
of the red boot and bend the toe
down. Cut along painted yellow
hat lines and shape around the
cuts. Curve the front of the coat
down before sticky fixing into
place.

Layer 5: Cut between yellow hat and scarf at front
edge and curve the scarf down at the cut. Glue 
top of yellow hat rim. Cut between green boot
and coat, curve the coat down. Cut between green
scarf tail and coat back, place a stack of 2 fixers
below the scarf to raise it higher. Cut the sleeves 
of brown coat and curve the coat down (not the
sleeve). Glue top of blue hat.

Layer 6: Cut between sleeve and green scarf and
glue front of scarf. Glue both ends of yellow hat.
Glue green sleeve at shoulder.

Layer 7: Glue both ends of both scarves.

Mounted 1: GF01U-45 Hammer White. The design
is mounted onto a piece of green card, this is then
stuck to the left front panel only allowing the card
to open at the centre. Coil lengths of red wire into
spring shapes by winding round a stick or small
tool. Cut out two stars and punch a tiny hole into
one point of each star then add a red gem star to
each. Thread a star onto the end of each spring
and stretch to reach the bear’s arms. Tuck the end
under the top layer and stick using a bit of fixer
pad. The side border is a piece of gold holographic
waste infilled with a matching red glitter sticker. 

Mounted 2: AP48G-HC-GO-18 Deep Red/Gold.
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By June Kelley
I have made my card using a cute ted rubber

stamp which I have coloured with watercolour
paints. A simpler option is to use a découpage
teddy (below) in the same style.

Materials Required:
Card: Gold Stardream and White Hammer.
Self-Adhesive Felt: SAF01 Green, SAF02 Red.
Self-Adhesive Vivelle: VIV01A4 White.
Small White Pom-pom.
Rubber Stamp: STA05.
Black StazOn Inkpad.
Watercolour Paints or Pencils.
Gold Marker Pen.
Flat Backed Red Gem.
Heart Punch and Hole Punch.

Scissors or Craft Knife.
Sticky Fixers and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Rubber stamp two images of the teddy onto

white hammer card. Stamp one image of the pre-
sent area onto red felt and one onto green felt.

Colour one of the white card teds using either
the watercolour paints or pencils to give an
effect that pleases you. For a natural look, paint
darker tones towards the edges of the face and
paws with pale areas in the centre. Cut this ted
out. Colour just the nose, arms and feet of the
second image and cut these pieces out. 

Cut out the green felt present, peel off the
backing and stick the present over the image of
the present on the coloured ted. Cut out the red
felt ribbon and bow and stick these over the pre-
sent adding a red gem to the centre of the bow.
Place a sticky fixer onto the back of each of the
loose painted hands and fix into place gluing the 
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1

2

bottom edge by the present. Stick the feet and
nose into place using sticky fixers. 

Make a hat for the ted as follows. Cut a piece
of red felt and a strip of white Vivelle using the
diagram on the right. Remove the backing from
the hat and place at an angle over the teds left
ear. Turn the ted over and place him onto the hat
diagram. Keeping the centre of the felt hat and
the diagram hat aligned, fold the side marked 1
across the back of ted’s head along the dotted
line. Fold the side marked 2 along the dotted line
forming a blunt point at the top. Fold the tip of
the hat down along the more horizontal dotted
line. Peel and stick the narrow strip of white trim
and add a pom-pom to the end.

Prepare the card mount by cutting a panel of
gold Stardream to 125mm square and glue into
place on the card. Cut a piece of red and green
felt to 57mm x 114mm and stick these to the gold
panel, green on the left and red on the right. Cut
a panel of white hammer card to 105mm square,
colour the edges with the gold marker and stick
centrally over the panels already on the card.

Cut a strip of gold to 16mm x 150mm, a strip
of red to 14mm x 150mm and a strip of green to
12mm x 150mm. Stick these one on top of the
other and top with a computer printed wording
strip. Trim the left edge neat and square, stick 
the whole thing into place on the card lining the
left edge to the fold and trimming the right edge
to match the card.

Add a gold line around all four sides of the
front panel going over the strip too.

Actual Size

Sticky fix the ted into place, add gold dots to
the corners of the white panel and two hearts 
to the card to finish off.
The two cards below were made using a different rubber
stamp STA06. The pink ted was stamped onto cream
Vivelle and I cut a little pink paper crown to fit on her
head. The blue ted was stamped onto watercolour paper
and blended in with a blender pen. I added liquid app-
liqué to the letters to show off the snowy tops.
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By Jo Crouch
Layer stickers are my favourite kind as they

are so versatile and perfect for mixing and mat-
ching in glorious glitter colours.

Materials Required:
Gold Label Stickers: ZL706U & ZL707U in a
Selection of Glitter Colours (you will need more
than one sheet of some colours) and a Selection
of Wording and Borders.
Clear Acetate: PET01 and a Polypropylene bag.
Mini Fixers: ADH18 and Tiny Fixers: ADH25.
Card Mount of your Choice.

Christmas Trees:
The Christmas trees come as three layers on

the sheet. The back layer is widest and has a star
and pot attached. The middle layer is a little 
narrower and the top layer narrower still. The
trees can be assembled in a variety of ways,
using all one colour or mixing the colours. 

The standard way of layering the trees is to
stick the first layer onto a panel or card mount
and the other two onto a piece of polypropylene
bag (instead of the usual acetate, they will stay
more flexible and are
easier to fold). Cut
them out, fold the
layers down the cen-
tre and unfold again.
Place mini fixers
behind the sides of
the layers and stick
into place. 

Stick some contrasting baubles 
randomly over the tree then add a 
star and pot using mini fixers to raise
them. Add tiny baubles to the tip of
each branch on the back layer using
the smallest size dots.

Honeycomb Tree (SF03U-43):
A tree in the style of the main card

(above) needs two sheets of tree stick-
ers. The instructions may sound com-
plicated, but in fact it’s really simple
and only takes a few minutes to make. 

Begin by sticking the first layer on-
to a panel (PCD4U-45) or card front 
as normal. The honeycomb effect is
made from four middle size layers
stuck back to back as follows.

Always keep a few spare pieces 
of waxed backing paper from used
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stickers or photomount, they can come in very
handy. Peel a middle tree, place it exactly half on
and half off a piece of waxed backing paper and
turn it sticky side up. Cut a piece of poly bag
with a nice straight edge, place over the sticky
half of tree and cut the edges to shape.

Fold the tree along the centre and peel away
from the waxed paper, leave it sticky half up for
a moment. Take another middle tree and stick
onto the waxed paper as before. Take the part
completed tree and stick the sticky half back to
back against the sticky half of the new tree. Fold
that tree in half along the centre, peel away from
the waxed paper and leave it sticky side up. 

Work another 
middle layer in exactly
the same way adding it
to the group. Begin the
last layer in the same
way, adding it to the
part completed tree 
and fold as before. Peel
away from the waxed
paper then stick a piece
of poly bag over the
sticky half and cut 
to shape.

This completes the layers and because of the
way they are made they will stay fanned out
nicely. Stick this part of the tree onto the back
layer to complete. I tore a fast fixer into small
pieces (make sure your hands are clean and free
from hand cream first), just a couple of bits along
the centre of the tree is all that you need and they
are invisible on the finished design. 

The card is covered with SCR460 Princess
Stripes paper placed diagonally over the card
front with the addition of a few tiny white
snowflakes from XL697U. The panel is glued
onto a piece of clear glitter vinyl ZL000U-80
which has been stuck onto a piece of the same
princess paper before cutting to size. The paper
shows through the clear glitter giving it a lovely
lilac tone to match the card.

Embossed Tree (AP12M-85):
To make an embossed tree like the one on the

gold card, stick one of each size tree onto tracing
paper and cut to shape. Place the trees face down
on an embossing mat and emboss very deeply
with an embossing ball tool.

Prepare a background, mine is made from one
layer of white paper with two layers of white

Mulberry gold strand paper sandwiched on top.
The tiny sticker dots are placed randomly after
mounting the tree. 

These three tree layers are all mounted using
silicone glue to fill the hollows made by emboss-
ing them and sti  cking them together at the same
time. Fill and stick the back layer onto the back-
ground paper. Fill and stick the next two layers
on in the same way and decorate as desired.

Holly Squares:
The acetate layers are

mounted using tiny fixers
and/or mini fixers depending
on where they can be hidden.
For the swirl squares tiny
fixers are best, simply place
one at each corner of the outer
square. You can also get away
with placing them on the
swirls as shown.

For the holly squares place
tiny fixers behind the berries
and mini fixers behind the holly leaves as shown.
Clear glitter stickers are a little more tricky and 

Waxed
Paper
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one tiny fixer in each corner is often all you can use
unless you are going to add red berries for instance, then
you can hide some fixers behind the berries on the clear
layer too.

Mount pairs of leaves over the holly leaves in the
squares to make the raised layers, you can cheat a bit
on these. Instead of sticking them onto acetate, add the
contrasting colour berries while the sticker is still on the
sheet then peel the sticker off, turn it face down and stick
a mini fixer behind each leaf on the sticky
side - no cutting required.

Glitter Card (SF03M-04):
A small swirl square is stuck onto the centre of an ivy

panel (PDS038) which is in turn stuck onto a square 
of green glitter. White Abaca paper is cut to cover the 
ivy border (to soften the strong colours). The holly is 
layered on top as described in the general instructions.

Scribble Square (SF08U-43):
The scribble layer is stuck straight onto a square of

white card with a square of green glitter vinyl beneath. A
clear holly square is mini fixed above with pairs of green
leaves layered on top and red berries and stars to deco-
rate. Sticky fix the panel onto the card to add depth and
add a large dot by each corner of the square. 

Double Swirl (AP58U-92):
Cover the aperture with silver Spiderweb paper and

glue the card shut. Stick two identical swirl stickers 
and a holly square onto acetate and cut them out. Tiny fix
the two swirl squares placing them across the aperture as
shown. Place tiny fixers behind
the berries on the two corners of
the holly square and place two
layers of tiny fixers behind the
holly leaves to give them extra
depth (the top layer will help to
hide these). Stick the square in
place over the centre of the swirl
squares and add a star to the
centre of this. Plain silver berries
are added on the layers.

Four Squares: (AP59U-49):
Cut a piece of acetate large

enough to fit behind all four
apertures and stick into place
behind them. Glue a piece of
gold Mirri paper behind the
acetate and stick the card closed.
Apply the clear glitter squares
straight onto the card, one over
each aperture as shown (none of

the squares are raised). Layer over the
squares (see photo below) with leaves,
berries and wording in red and green,
raising the pieces with mini or tiny 
fixers as required.



Threaded Baubles
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By Pam Robinson

Materials Required:
Card: White and Red or Green.             Peel-Off Sticker Stars.
Large Snowflake Punch or Cutter.        Sharp Pencil.
3-5mm Wide Ribbon: Red or Green.     Craft Knife or Scissors.
Gold Label Sticker: XL014U-02.             P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors and Silver Thread.                    Sticky Fixer and Clear Tape.
Tracing Paper.                                           Card Mount: AP66M-82.

To Make The Card:
Stick a piece of white card behind the aperture and glue the

back flap over it. Punch a snowflake from either red or green card.
You could use a large sequin or sticker if you don’t have a suitable
punch. Either glue or sticky fix the snowflake into the aperture
and top with a sparkly peel-off star.

Trace the shape (including 
the little straight lines) from the 
diagram and transfer onto a piece
of card matching the colour of 
the snowflake. Carefully cut out
the shape. Snip along each line to
make little notches for the thread.
Make another two circles in the
same way. You can draw around 
a 1p coin and use pinking shears 
or shaped scissors to make the
shapes but it’s quite tricky to do
and you may need to practice for
a while before they are useable.

Begin the thread pattern by
taping the end of the silver thread
to the back of the shape, bring it
up through any slot which will
now be called slot 1. Take the
thread down at slot 5 then up at 2
and down at 6, up at 3 and down
at 7. Continue in this way until all
the slots have been used twice. 

Stick a 7cm length of ribbon 
to the back of each bauble. Place 
the baubles on the card, twisting
them so the ribbons come to the
same point. Stick the baubles 
in place and trim the ribbons to
length before gluing the tops. 

Using two 30cm lengths of
ribbon, make a double bow 
by placing them together and 
tying both at once. Make sure
the loops look good and even,
trim the tails to length and glue
onto the top of the ribbons.

Add the wording and a star
to the centre of each bauble to
complete.

1
2

3

4

5
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Christmas Candle
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By Dorothy Kenny

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling Paper: Red, Deep Yellow, White,
Pale Yellow & Green. 5mm Paper: Red.
Quilling Tool, Scissors and Tracing Paper.
7 Dressmakers Pins.
Cork Board or Pricking Mat.
Stickers: ZL605U-55 Glitter Green.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-93 Pearl Ivory.

To Make The Card:
To make the candle begin

with 2 full lengths (90cm) of red
3mm paper, wind to a tight coil
and glue the end before remov-
ing from the tool. Make 4 more
of these each using 15cm less
paper than the last.

Use a 20cm length of pale
yellow with a 15cm length 
of deep yellow glued to the
end for the flame. Wind from
the pale end, remove from 
the tool and allow to unwind
a little before gluing the end 
to form a loose coil. Pinch one
end curving lightly to make a 
flame shape. 

The flower petals are
made from 15cm strips of
white. Make a loose coil
and pinch each end to form
an eye shape. You will
need a total of 18 of these.

The flower centres are
made from 15cm lengths of
the 5mm red paper. Fringe
along one edge, wind to a
tight coil and glue before
removing from the tool. Do
not press out the fringe, see
instructions later for this.
Make 2 more of these.

Make 3 leaves from
15cm lengths of green
pinched to eye shapes 
and twisted slightly to 
give shape.

Make 3 holly leaves as
follows. Trace the dot pat-
tern on the right. Place this
tracing on the cork board
or pricking mat and press
a pin through each dot. 

Use green paper and
begin winding at pin 1,
wind around pin 2 as
shown, go back down and
round pin 1 adding a little
dab of glue between the
strips as shown. Go back
up and around pin 3 then
down and round pin 1
using a little dab of glue.

90cm

75cm

60cm

45cm

30cm

1

2

5

3 4

1

2

5

3 444

= Glue

Actual
Size
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Go up the other side and around pin 4 then
down around pin 1 with a dab of glue. From here,
take the paper around pin 5 and back to 1 gluing 
it at pins 3, 4 and 1 as shown.
Tear off the excess paper. 

Remove pin 2 and glue
the centre loop so it forms
one spike. 

Remove the rest of the 
pins and glue the outer loop 
to the centre spike for about
8mm on each side. Pinch each
of the other points and bend 
to curve the outer loop.

Assemble the shapes using
the diagram shown below to
help with positioning. Begin
with the candle flame, which
should be placed 3cm from 
the top of the card and in the
centre. Add the candle dots
beginning at the top with the smallest of the five
working down to the largest. They should almost
touch one another.

Assemble a flower directly below this placing
one petal either side of the candle base and mak-
ing a circle of 6 petals around one of the red
fringed flowers. Place another flower to the top
right of this flower and another to the bottom left.

1

5

3 4

1

5

3 44444

Glue

Pinch

Pinch

Pinch

Once you have assembled
and glued the flowers lightly
spread out the centre fringes. 

Add the spiked leaves
around the centre and the
smaller leaves at both ends. Make the curved
tendril to fit, roll one end of a strip of green
paper in the tool, remove and allow to loosen.
Curve the other end in the same way then fold
in the centre 

Stick a star into the top left corner and add
the sticker greeting to finish.
Above: Try changing the card colour and style to get a
completely different effect. The flowers and leaves are
slightly larger and arranged differently.

Lightly Spread Fringes

Actual Size



Window Candles
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By Jenny Kearley
Using stickers with glass paints gives those 

of us who seem incapable of applying outliner
without smudging, blobbing or smearing it, the
chance to do glass painting. I think these two are
lovely designs for glass painting and doing more
than one at a time makes it fairly quick.

Materials Required:
Gold Label Stickers: XL095U-03 & XL096U-03.
Sheet of Acetate.
Fine Paint Brush.
White Spirit.
Kitchen Roll Paper (for cleaning up).
Glass Paints: Vermillion, Yellow, Ultramarine,
Light Green, Brown, White & Clear.
Optional Colours: Orange, Reseda Green 
and Emerald.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mounts: DA10M-39 Linen Gold or 
DA09U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
I have a selection of glass paints which are 

left over from previous projects, which I’m sure
other people will also have and this is why I
have listed so many colours. Of course, if you
don’t have the colour I used, it is easy just to mix
what you do have to get something similar. 

I mix my colours on a spare scrap of acetate
beginning with the lightest colour and adding
the darker ones bit by bit to get the required
shade. When mixing, don’t be too vigorous as
you need to avoid getting air bubbles.

Try to handle the acetate as little as possible
as it gets fingermarked very easily. Peel the
sticker from the sheet and stick to the acetate,
turn the whole thing face down, cover with a
piece of plain paper to prevent fingermarks
and press firmly on the back to ensure it is well
stuck down all over, this will ensure the paint
doesn’t leak under the sticker lines.

Place the prepared sticker face up on a sheet
of white paper. Paint the design using the colour

chart on the next page as a guide and paint each
area in the following order. 

Square Design:
Begin with the Holly leaves using light green

then go on to the berries and candles (but not the
dripping wax) using vermillion. Mix vermillion
with white to paint the dripping wax.

Continue with the candle flames (not the
outer glow) as follows. Paint yellow around 
the outer edge then, while the yellow is still
wet, add a little orange to the centre so they
blend naturally. Paint the square border using
brown mixed with clear.

The Ivy leaves are done in a similar way to
the candle flames. Begin painting the outer edges
with reseda then the centres with emerald. Only
work the edges of 2 or 3 leaves before doing the
centres as the paint needs to be quite fluid to
allow the colours to blend nicely.
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For the candle glow use yellow and yellow
mixed with clear as follows. Use yellow to paint
a strip about 5mm wide on the outer edge, dip
the paintbrush into the clear and brush from the
yellow edge to the centre. This should make a
graduated yellow glow. You should work only
one segment at a time.

On the background around the candle glow,
paint a little clear then work the ultramarine 
into the clear to give a lighter colour and a 
mottled sort of effect. Finish the background 
in ultramarine.

Circle Design:
Paint the Holly, berries, candle and wax drips

in the same colours as the square design. The
flame has an orange centre with a yellow outer,
these are just painted and not blended.

Alternate vermillion and yellow for the circle
border and use yellow for the candle holder.
Paint the Holly branch using brown mixed with
clear. Paint the background in ultramarine.

I have used a candle motif and holly leaves 
to decorate the card front painted in the same
colours. Simply cut out once dry and mount with
sticky fixers.

Leave to dry for about 24 hours before 
mounting into the card. With glass painted
designs, always use a white insert in the card.
This will show the design off nicely when the
card is placed on a shelf or table.

YellowYellow Mixed Clear

Vermillion

Vermillion & White

Orange

Brown & Clear

Light Green

Reseda

Emerald

Ultramarine

Actual
Size



Eastern Travellers
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By Joyce Park
I really love the Bethlehem scene découpage

paper and use it a lot as it represents the true
meaning of Christmas to me.

Being thrifty, I save all the spare bits of build-
ings and have used some of these to assemble
this card. I often paint in the three wise men but
sometimes use a printed sheet, it’s not bad value
as you get four cards from each sheet.

Materials Required:
Découpage Paper: DC170 Offcuts (or single sheet).
Découpage Paper: DC088.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DF08U-29 Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Lay the open card on a cutting mat and

mark the left panel at 70mm from the 
bottom edge (diagram on next page). Place
a steel rule from the top right corner of the
centre panel down to the mark just made
and trim off the top of these two panels
leaving the back one intact.

Fold the card in a ‘z’ style with the top
slope going from left to right and the lower
slope from right to left as the photograph
shows then unfold again. The piece cut
from the top is then turned around and the
wise men added as follows. 

Cut one picture from the wise men sheet
then trim the left and bottom edge of the

sand to make a square corner. Apply a thin layer of
glue to the smaller panel and stick the wise men to 
this making sure the fold and base are neat. 

Once dry, cut down the fold of the card to the sand,
along the top of the sand and around the wise men 
following the green line on the diagram. Trim the right
hand tip of sand to match the line of the card.

Cut Along the Green Line

Small 

Trimmed off Piece

Turned Round
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Fit the taller part of this ‘mini card’ behind the front
panel of the main card to create a 4 panel card, it should
fit neatly without showing but if it’s slightly too tall, line
up the bottom edges and trim the top to size before glu-
ing into place. Cut a star from the Bethlehem scene and
glue it to the top right of the uncut, back panel.

Use left over buildings, or cut some fresh ones and
range the buildings nicely down the top slope. They
should overlap the top edge as shown in the diagram
below, I’ve changed the colour of the buildings in the 
diagram at each cut line so you can see how I’ve joined
mine and fitted them in. Once you are happy with your
placing, glue them, then do
the same for buildings on the
lower slope.

This basic idea works well
for all sorts of papers and, as
you will see from the other
two examples, there is no need
to add the 4th panel if you
don’t want to and you can
change the direction of the
folding to suit the slant of the
materials used. 

My reindeer are cut from
old Christmas cards, this is 
a great way to recycle your
favourites. The cats come from
a découpage sheet with the
addition of some sticker paw
prints and wording.

Back of Buildings

Glue Behind Panel

Front of Buildings

Back of Wise Men



Christmas Cuties
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By Christine Robinson
Combine these gorgeous pastel Christmas

papers with pretty stickers to make what must 
be one of the cutest sets of Christmas cards ever. 

Materials Required For All Cards:
Creative Paper Pack: PK504.
Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive: ADH01 (for all gems).
Mini Fixers: ADH18.

Extra Materials For Reindeer Card:
Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL631U-82 Snowflakes.
Mixed Round Gems: GEM16.
Silver Metallic Thread: MEC02.
Silver Bell: ACC034.
Card Mount: AP58U-43 White.

Extra Materials For Gatefold Card:
Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL630U-82 Stars, ZL696U-82 Star Strings,
XL695U-02 Wording Strips.
Card Mount: GF03U-43 White.

Extra Materials For Angel Card:
Gold Label Stickers:
ZL698U-81 Dots, ZL175U-81 Stars and 
XL500U-01 Straight Borders.
Tiny Round Gold Gems: GE05-01.
Short Piece of Organza Ribbon: RIB10-08 Gold.
Card Mount: SF06U-43 White.

General Instructions:
Cover the front of each card with pieces of

shaded paper from the creative pack. Choosing
pieces that include a pre-cut edge, (i.e. not from
the centre of the sheet) will give you a greater
contrast across the surface of the card.  Use pink/
cream paper for the reindeer, yellow/green paper
for the gatefold and orange/yellow paper for the
angel card. 

Reindeer Card:
Having just covered the card with paper, turn

the open card face down and cut an ‘X’ in the
paper covering the aperture. Fold the triangular
pieces back behind the aperture and stick them
firmly down. 

Mount a piece of blue creative paper behind
the aperture and stick the card closed. Peel and
stick mixed snowflakes over the card using the 
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photograph to guide you and trim off any that
overlap the card or aperture edges. Use UHU to
stick a blue gem into the centre of each large
snowflake.

Cut out a reindeer, loop a bell onto silver
thread and place around his neck. Add mini fixers
behind the head and top of his back and mount
onto the card adding a little glue behind the legs.

Gatefold Card:
Cut a strip of five squares from the lilac toned

Christmas squares sheet. Stick the strip onto the
front of the card along the left fold line then run
a star border sticker along the join and another
near the right hand fold. Stick a wording strip
along the open edge of the left front panel, turn
the card over and trim all the ends to fit.

Cut out a tree and a snowman, stick the tree
onto the card in the position shown and use mini
fixers to stick the snowman in front. Decorate
with stars and a few dots around the tree and on
any empty square panels on the left hand strip.

Angel Card:
Place a length of gold Organza ribbon down

the front of the card about 1cm in from the fold
line. Fold the ribbon ends over and stick securely
at the back of the front panel.

Cut a strip of star border paper and add this
to the card overlapping about half the width of

the Organza ribbon. Peel and stick same size
stars over the medium size stars on the border.
Run a narrow sticker borderline down the ribbon

keeping close to the left edge and add an-
other just inside the pink line on each side 
of the paper border strip.

Cut out five of the loose stars from the
teddy motif sheet. Find five stars on the
sticker sheet (ZL175) that are just a tiny bit
larger than the paper stars. Peel and stick
the sticker stars onto the card front using the
photo as a guide, then glue a paper star on
top of each. 

Cut out the angel tag, punch a hole near
the top and tie a short piece of gold Organza
ribbon through. Mount the tag onto the card
using mini fixers. 

Place large sticker dots randomly over
the surface of the card and one towards the
lower right of the tag. Stick a small, gold
gem onto the centre of each sticker dot. 

Stick a small gold gem onto the centre of
each large, stitched edge star on the paper
border to finish.



Cheery Snowmen
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By Barbara Wilson
I loved these découpage snowmen

as soon as I saw them and made up
this really fun way of presenting them
on the card.

Materials Required:
Découpage Sheet DC314.
Paper: Bright Blue and Green.
Gold Label Stickers: XL524U-02.
Holly Leaf Paper Punch.
Red and Clear Glitter Glue.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Sticky Fixers. 
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mounts: SF01M-33 Glitter Gold and 
AP40L-SI White with Silver Leaves.

To Make The Card:
Cut carefully between the snowmen at each

stage because you will also be using the one you
leave behind in most cases. 

Cut out the two large front snowmen and
carefully cut them apart. Put the front one aside
for now and work on the one with the red hat. 

Starting from the right hand side, cut along
the line between the head and the body stopping
about 1mm from the holly. Tuck the right hand
side of his body under the side border of the leaf

pattern card (see the photo for guidance) leaving
the head to the front and stick into place. 

Mount a piece of blue paper into the aperture
and glue the back flap closed behind it. Fold 
the card closed and use sticky fixers inside the 
bottom edge to hold the card almost closed.

Take the front snowman saved from earlier
and sticky fix him onto the card overlapping
the aperture and edge of the card as shown 
in the photo. Add a second layer to the front tail
of his scarf and his hat band. Add a second holly
sprig just under the chin of the red hat snowman
already on the card as well.

Stick this panel onto the card mount at a 
jaunty angle but be careful to keep the glue or
tape about 1cm in from the edges so you will 
be able to tuck the small snowmen in next. 

Really, the rest of the snowmen are just added
to suit the cutting, tuck any messy edges behind
the card or disguise them with punched leaves.
Add a couple of green punched leaves over the
leaf border on the card too.

Add the wording centrally onto the blue back-
ground and add dots of clear glitter randomly 
all over it, add a scattering over the two large
snowmen as well. Add a dot of red glitter to 
each leaf in the border pattern and some dots for
the holly berries on the punched leaves.
Left: This design uses gold Ferro paper in the aperture
of the green/gold card with sticker border wording and
sticker dots on the background and on the snowmen’s
buttons. The main card is red glitter Alchemy.



Leafy Robins
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By Liz Jervis
These cheeky robins are made from pressed leaves

which give nice markings and a pretty good colour too.

Materials Required:
Red and Blue Mulberry Paper: M05A4 and M17A4.
Pressed Beech Leaves Approx. 3cm Long.
Small Pressed Flower Buds and Stems For Beaks and Legs.
Black and Red Seed Beads: BEA01 and BEA04.
Gold Label Stickers: XL442U-08 Snowflakes and 
XL410U-01 Wording.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Clear Glitter Glue: GLI56.
Mini Fixers and Glue Stick.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP75U-45 White.

To Make The Card:
Cut a piece of blue Mulberry

paper to 9cm x 19cm and use the
glue stick to fix it to the card flap
behind the apertures.

Open out the card and add the
beads around each aperture using
UHU. Place one bead in each cor-
ner and then 8 more spaced as
evenly as you can manage down
each side between them. Add the
sticker wording then set the card aside for now.

I used beech leaves for the robins, but pro-
vided the shape and colour are right it is not
important what you use. If you don’t have the
right size try cutting the shape from a larger leaf. 

First get the leaf the right way up with the
stem going down for the tail then tear a small
oval from red Mulberry, glue it onto the beech
leaf using the glue stick and trim the bottom
edge to the shape of the leaf. 

My beaks are made from small pressed flower
buds, fix the bud to the leaf with the tip of the
stem end sticking out for the beak. Glue a black
bead eye onto the leaf with UHU. Make two 
facing right and one facing left.

Fold the card closed over the background and
lay the robins in the apertures, mark where the
legs should go in each one then remove the birds.
Open the card out and work onto the back-
ground paper. Cut six 1cm lengths of a suitable
stem to make the legs and glue them into place
on the marks. Make a line of glitter glue over the
bottom of the legs, these should be about 3cm
long and central to the card.

Once the glitter glue is dry, fold the card
again and work through the apertures. Mini fix
the robins into place over the legs positioning
them nicely in the apertures. Add a snowflake
sticker above each robin. I leave these cards 
firmly folded but unglued as I like the depth it
adds to the finished design.



Seasonal Treetops
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By Mary-Anne Luscombe
This idea started out as a Christmas card but I

got carried away and did one for each season. As
you can see, with a few changes they adapt well
to any time of the year.

Materials Required:
Deep Green and Brown Paper.
Card Scraps in Green and Red.
Wooden Barbecue Stick and Green Florists Tape.
Red Fimo and Scissors.
Quilling Tool.
UHU General Purpose Glue (Black Top): ADH01.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC8U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
Cut a 6cm circle from the green card to use as

a base for the quilled florets. Cut about 20 strips
of deep green paper to 13mm x 105mm and
another 7 in brown.

To make each floret,
fold a strip in half
lengthwise. Cut each
end diagonally then
fringe the strip cutting
into the folded edge
and spacing the cuts
about 2mm apart as
shown on the right. 

Place the pointed,
open end (shown by *
on the diagram above)
into the quilling tool
and wind up to make a
tight coil. Glue the end
while on the tool to keep it tight.

Glue these florets onto the backing circle in 
a random way, they will need to be quite close
together to form a dense head as you don’t want
to see the backing, scatter the brown through the
green as you go.

The berries are made from red Fimo, simply
roll balls between 2mm and 4mm, bake following

the instructions on the pack and glue over the
top of the tree once cooled using UHU glue.

Cut a 10cm length of barbecue stick and cover
with green florists tape, use UHU to stick this to
the back of the tree top then stick into place on
the card. Cut the pot shape from red card and
score fold lines using a scoring tool or the back 
of a knife blade. Fold the sides and glue into
place over the trunk.

Actual Width
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The Autumn and 
Winter trees are inter-
changeable and either 
would make a stylish 
Christmas card depending
on the effect you wish to
convey. The green with
red berries looks very 
traditional, you can use
two shades of green for
the florets instead of green
and brown if you prefer. 

The brown tree on it’s
own looks quite autumnal
but also works nicely as a
Christmas card with little
touches of clear or white
glitter glue brushed over
the top to give a pretty,
frosty sparkle.

The Summer version
uses the darker green
paper again for the foliage
with daisy type flowers
scattered through it. The
daisy flowers are made
from a 10cm length of
3mm yellow quilling
paper with a 6mm x
100mm length of fringed
white glued to one end. 

Wind this strip onto
the tool from the yellow
end (see the diagram on
the right) and glue to a
tight coil. Glue these
daisies into place on the
tree then gently press 
each flower open. 

The Spring tree 
is made in a brighter,
spring green and is inter-
spersed with small white
flower buds. Make these
from a 6mm x 100mm
strip of white, fringe one
long edge and roll into 
a tight coil and glue the
end to keep them tight.
Scatter these buds onto
the treetop as you did 
for Summer but don’t
press the petals open,
leave them as they are.

Actual Size



Golden Cascade
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By Anita Harrison

Materials Required:
Gold Stardream Paper and Gold Ferro Paper.
Gold Label Stickers: ZL498U-71 Words and 
Fairy Lights, ZL171U-71 Borderlines.
Gold Holographic Vinyl: ZL000U-01.
Cream Mesh and Pretty Cream Ribbon.
Wooden Pegs:WDN20 and Card Topper: CDT020.
Scrap of Thick Card and Embossing Tool.
Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
Sticky Fixers and a Piece of Photomount.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DF01M-85 Stardream Gold.

To Make The Card:
With the card face up, mark the right edge at

58mm up and the top edge at 58mm in from the
left fold line as shown. Lay a ruler along these
marks and trim the top off.

Mark a line down the centre of both cut pan-
els as shown by the dotted lines. Score along the
lines using an embossing tool and ruler. Cover
both the cut panels with dark gold paper, trim
the edges to the card then fold the panels on the
score lines in a zig-zag style and unfold again.

Cut the gold Stardream paper to 6cm x 21cm,
stick a piece of photomount to the back of it then
cut into six 1cm wide strips. These strips are 
used to decorate the dark gold paper giving the
effect of striped paper. 

Beginning at the left fold, stick the first gold
strip on as shown. Stick another strip just before

the diagonal cut begins then another in the 
middle. Leave the next narrow panel empty 
and stick another gold strip along the fold on 
the next panel as shown. Add the next two at the
same spacing as those on the first panel so that
when the card is folded they all line up. Trim the
edges of all the strips to the card edges.

Add a string of fairy lights to the top of both
striped panels then fold the card and run straight
border stickers along the top of all the cut panels.
Cut a 5mm wide strip from the holographic vinyl
sheet and stick it to the back panel about 1cm in
from the right. Add the wording and a couple 
of fairy lights underneath it.

The top present is made from the flower and
mesh off the card topper put onto a square of the
Ferro paper. I added a loop and bow of a pretty
ribbon and sticky fixed it into place. The second
present is made by wrapping a piece of card in
Ferro paper and covering in mesh before adding
a loop and bow and sticking on as before. The
two pegs are simply ‘pegged’ into place.

Left
Pre-Scored
Fold Line

Right
Pre-Scored
Fold Line

Scored
Fold Line

Scored
Fold Line

Cut 

Cut 

58mm



New York Christmas
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By Merle Harding
These designs came about by accident, as I

was punching out shapes in a variety of colours
from strips of card and putting the waste pieces
aside to throw away. I was about do so, but as I
saw them laying there, they looked just like a 
collection of skyscrapers, so I kept them instead.
Back in the 1960s I lived in Washington D.C. and
visited New York on a couple of Christmases.
These lovely memories led me to develop my
‘skyscrapers’ into New York Christmas cards.

Materials Required:
Card: Black Astralux, Silver Creative Foil Coated,
Red Mirri, Silver Mirri and White Glitter.
White Glitter with Large Flakes.
White Liquid Appliqué.
Heat Gun.
Gold Label Sticker: XL281U-04.
Paper Punches (see instructions).
Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1U-35 Black.

To Make The Card:
Cut strips of white glitter, black and silver

card to 27mm - 35mm wide for the skyscrapers. 
If you have been crafting for some time you

will probably have at least one largish circle and
square punch in your collection. I used 25mm

circle and 18mm
square punches, but
any similar sizes will
do. You can of course
measure and cut 
the shapes by hand
as you will have to 
for the triangles and 
narrow oblongs in
any case.

Punch the shapes
out of the skyscrap-
ers as desired, keep
some of them simple

by just marking out and cutting long thin slots
about 4mm wide and as long as you like. Cut the
top of each building to a point. Mark out and cut
triangles from the tops of some of the buildings. 

Back all of the shapes with contrasting pieces
of card, using the shiny red card for this really
adds impact, but don’t overdo it. Add little nar-
row spires behind any buildings you feel need it. 

Stick a row of buildings onto the card leaving
narrow, uneven gaps between them then add a
couple more in front.

Cut a 15mm deep strip of white glitter card
with a wavy top and glue into place along the
lower edge trimming the ends to fit the card.
Stick the Happy Christmas wording into place. 

Run a line of liquid appliqué along the top of
the snow and dot some around the background
and over the tops of some of the buildings.
Sprinkle the white glitter over the appliqué line
and dots and tap off any excess. Leave to dry
overnight then heat the liquid appliqué gently
with the heat gun until it puffs up.



Christmas Journey
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By Marian Chivers
Shimmer and Holographic papers are lovely

but are too bright for this design without some-
thing to soften the colours. I discovered that
frosted plastic document wallets have a lovely
softening effect, tracing paper is often used in
this way too and makes a good alternative.

Materials Required:
Pale Blue Shimmer Paper: SHM01.
Gold Holographic Vinyl: ZL000U-71.
Gold Label Stickers: XL591U-03 Camel Scene, 
XL 410U-01 Wording, XL660U-01 Corners,
ZL630U-51 Large Stars and ZL633U-51 Borders.
3mm Wide Gold Ribbon.
Gold Beads and Clear Glass Beads.
Scrap of Acetate.
Plastic Document Wallet (or Tracing Paper).
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
6mm Double Sided Tape.

Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF08U-92 Pearl White.

To Make The Card:
Cover the front panel of the card with blue

shimmer paper using a fine coating of P.V.A.
glue, photomount or spray mount and trim the
edges neatly to the card size.

Actual Size
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Trace the hills from the dia-
gram, transfer the lines onto the
back of the holographic vinyl
and cut them out.

Peel off the backing from 
the large hill and apply to the
bottom of the card. Trim the 
bottom and sides of the vinyl if
necessary. Sticky fix the smaller
hill into place at the bottom 
of the card, don’t remove the
backing paper. Trim the edges 
if necessary.

While the sticker is still on
the backing sheet, use a knife to
separate the piece you will be
using from the border and right
hand trees. The diagram on the
right shows all the places that
will need cutting.

Carefully remove the main
part of the scene from the back-
ing and apply to the card, placing it just above
the front hill as shown below. Trim off any black
lines which overlap the edges of the card.

Cut a piece of the plastic wallet (or a piece 
of tracing paper) to 11cm x 21cm and run a line
of 6mm double sided tape down one long edge. 

Place the opened out card face up on
the table, lay the plastic over the scene
with the tape side beyond the fold. Line
up the plastic so the right edge overlaps
the card by about 3mm. Hold in place
with one hand, remove the tape backing
and stick firmly into place. Fold the card
and plastic together then firmly press
along the fold to create a crisp fold.

Stick a gold glitter border around the
plastic edges and add a corner sticker in
each of the two right hand corners then
add the wording and a large star (from
the top right corner of the sticker sheet). 

Add three gold stars to the blue
Shimmer paper under the plastic and
scatter a few small stars over the plastic
making sure they don’t coincide with
those on the paper below. 

Choose a star sticker with spokes,
apply the star to a piece of acetate and
cut it out. Place a little sticky fixer
behind the centre of the star and stick
over the large star on the card.

Tie a length of gold ribbon around
the fold of the card and decorate the
ends with a mix of glass and gold beads.



Festive Fimo
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By Chrissie Williamson

Materials Required:
Fimo Clay in the Following Colours: 
FIM85 Metallic White, FIM76 Metallic Green,
FIM74 Metallic Red, FIM73 Metallic Gold
and FIM84 Translucent.
Gold Fimo Powder: FIM13.
Fimo Tools and Craft Knife.
Rolling Pin and Fine Paintbrush.
Gold Paper & Red/Gold Strand Mulberry Paper.
Christmas Sticker: XL014U-01.
Glue Stick.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-30 Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
Begin with a grape sized piece of metallic

white Fimo or, if you are making several little
panels at once knead half a block, working it
until it is soft and smooth. Roll the Fimo out on 
a piece of glass, an old ceramic tile or something
similar (to prevent it sticking to the workbench)
until it is about 2mm thick. Use a craft knife to cut a square (or squares)

of roughly 50mm. Use a Fimo ball tool to indent
a design into the edges, the Holly square has
straight lines along each side around 3mm in
from the edge and crossing over at the corners.

Make card templates from the diagram of the
holly leaves. Roll out some metallic green Fimo
to about 2mm thick as described above, place 
the card templates over the Fimo and cut around
them using a craft knife. Add vein markings with
a fine ball tool or craft knife.

Make 3 red berries from the metallic red by
rolling balls of about 5mm diameter, lightly flat-
ten these and make an indent with a small ball
tool or similar.

Assemble these onto the panel pressing 
gently to fix them to each other. Apply gold 
powder using a fine, dry paintbrush, brush 
lightly over the whole design leaving a little
more gold powder on the edges of the leaves 
and the panel edges to highlight these areas.
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If you are making 
a batch, continue with 
the others then place all
the panels onto a baking
sheet and bake according
to the manufacturer’s
instructions on the packet.

Roughly tear the red
Mulberry to about 75mm
square and use the glue
stick to fix it to the card
mount. Cut a gold panel
to around 55mm square
and glue it centrally over
the red paper. Once the
Fimo panel has cooled
completely use UHU to
fix it centrally onto the
gold panel.

Separate the Merry
from the Christmas on 
the wording sheet using a
knife to slice between the
joins and add the wording
to complete the card.

To make any of the other designs, use the diagrams to
make card templates, place them onto the Fimo and cut
around as before. 

The Christmas tree is made from metallic green with 
a metallic red pot. The 
tinsel is made from very
fine sausages of metallic
gold lightly pressed onto
the tree and the baubles
are tiny balls of red and
blue. Gold powder is
used to accent as before.

The bauble design is
made the same way. The
decorations are made
from gold Fimo using 

flattened strips for the pointed bauble
and very fine sausages for the round one.

The Mistletoe is made from a mixed
green, it needs a sort of olive colour to
look right and the berries are made from
translucent Fimo with a hole pressed
into each. As you can see, these simple
designs can be mounted in many dif-
ferent ways to ring the changes.



Triangular Trees
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By Debbie Brothwood
I have used a mesh type ribbon that I had 

in my workbox which melts when heated. You
may have something similar in your Christmas 
decorations that would be worth experimenting
with. If you can’t find anything, small pieces of
metallic thread are a reasonable alternative.

Materials Required:
White and Green Card.
Green Wire and Silver Mesh Ribbon.
2 Mini Pom-poms.
Shaped Scissors: Art Deco.
Hole Punch: Small, Medium & Large.
Verdigris Embossing Powder.
Olive & Pink Chalk Inkpads and Gold Inkpad.
Heat Gun and Ribbler.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-31 Parchment White.

To Make The Card:
Cut a tall tree shape from white card making

it around 9cm tall and 4cm across the bottom.
Trim the edges with the shaped scissors and
punch 3 or 4 random holes in different sizes.
Colour this tree using the green and pink chalk
pads, just lightly touch a little bit of pad to the
tree and drag until you have an
effect that you like. Now do the
same with the gold inkpad to
add some highlights.

Spread a little glue over the
surface of the tree, sprinkle 
on some verdigris embossing 
powder and add small bits of
silver mesh ribbon pressing
them onto the glue. Heat with
the gun until the embossing 
powder has melted and ribbon 
has shrunk slightly. You may be
wise to check how much your
ribbon shrinks first, if necessary
shrink it separately then add it
after embossing the verdigris.

Cut a 40cm length of green wire, tape one end
to the back of the tree, loop it around the front,
through the holes etc. until you like the way it
looks. Trim the end and fix some of the loops on
the back with tape to keep it all in place.

Glue on the pom-poms and then
glue to the card front. Cut a pot
from the green card, run it through
the ribbler and flatten slightly
before gluing beneath the tree.

Use the hole punches to make 
a pattern in the top right corner of
the card.

Close Up Tree Detail



Under The Mistletoe
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By Shirley Young

Materials Required:
Glitter Card in Pale Blue or Pale Green.
Scraps of Paper: Silver Holographic, Blue, White,
Pink, Yellow, Black, Red and Orange.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL596U-02 Silver Mistletoe, XL065U-02 Wording
and Small Hearts (on Many Sheets).
3mm Wobbly Eyes:
Clippunch Star Punch (or use stickers).
Tracing Paper and Craft Knife or Scissors.
Sticky fixers and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the pieces from the diagram below,

transfer the outlines to the relevant coloured
paper and cut them out. Cut a triangle from glit-
ter paper to fit neatly onto the front of the card.

Punch 6 silver stars from holographic paper, 
if you don’t have a clippunch you can use solid
stars or stickers. Stick the stars in place and then
stick the triangular tree onto the card front. 

Assemble the penguins by gluing the main
pieces over each other (you can assemble them
over the diagram). Turn these over and add the
foot and beak to the back. Add one eye to each
and then fix into place using sticky fixers.

Finish off
the design by
adding a sprig
of mistletoe, a
few hearts and
the wording.

I have
included the
snow people
pieces so that
you can make
them as well 
if you like.

Actual Size



Fun Firs
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By Sarah Bennett

Materials Required:
A5 Paper in Three Complementary Colours.
Sheet of Acetate or Polypropylene Bag. 
Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
Scissors and Masking Tape.
Clear Tape and Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: AP38G in Colour of Your Choice.

To Make The Card:
Cut four strips 3cm x 21cm from each of the

three sheets of coloured paper and fold each strip
in half along the length.

If you do not have a tape dispenser, it is best
to cut off several tiny strips of clear tape before
you start work, stick them overlapping the edge
of a desk or your cutting mat, ready for use.

Place a piece of acetate over the diagram
using masking tape to keep it in place. The strips
are taped into place on this, working face down
until the shape is completed.

Take one of the folded strips and lay the fold-
ed edge along the line of the segment marked 1
overlapping the diagram by a few millimetres

each end. Use a little tape at
each end of the strip to hold it
firmly in place, do not put any
tape along the folded edge as
this will show once completed.
Keep the bit snipped off the end
as it will be suitable for use as
the shapes get smaller.

Take a strip of the second
colour and line the folded edge
up to the line of segment 2, it
should overlap the first strip
and go beyond the shape a little
at both ends as before. Tape 
in place. 

Now use the third colour
strip to cover the 3rd segment
with the folded edge to the line
and taping in place as before.
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The whole process starts
again with the first colour
covering segment 4, the
second for segment 5 and
the third for segment 6.
Continue in this way to
complete the whole shape. 

Tape across the back of
the shape to make sure it 
is secure enough to stay
together and remove from
the acetate. Trim any tape
from the edges. This can be
mounted low in the card so
the bottom of the tree covers
the pot or you can cover the
pot with a single strip, try the card over the work with-
out sticking it to see how you prefer to place it.

If you want to use separate paper for the pot, stick it
in place with tape before sticking the tree. Place strips of
double sided tape on the card around the sides of the
tree shape (and the pot if you haven’t already covered
it). Trim the tree if necessary, remove the rest of the
backing paper and press the tree firmly onto the tape.

Place strips of double sided tape along the edge of all
four sides of the back panel, remove the backing and
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fold the tree onto the panel (not the panel onto
the tree) pressing it firmly into place as you go.

Almost any paper can be used for Iris folding,
simply choose colours, plain or patterned, 
that look good together and if any seem a bit
too plain try adding some sticker decorations 
to jazz them up a bit.

The main card is covered with snowflake
paper (SR066P) with the lovely, subtle colouring
of Spirograph paper for the folding. I added bor-
derlines in white and silver snowflake stickers. 

The gold and white tree card is covered with
red stripe paper (SR064P), the folding paper is
Marble, Crinkle and white Handmade with star
strand stickers placed near each fold line.

Shimmer paper and Handmade paper make
up the pretty, pink/mauve tree, with the addition
of snowflake stickers close to the fold lines.

The spotty tree above uses two colours of 
Dew Drop paper and gold Spirograph, take care
to fold the Dew Drop with a row of dots right by
the fold or you will end up with bare patches.

The final tree above is Mirri paper and holo-
graphic paper, the ‘fairy lights’ across the front
are made from sequins on green wire.

Actual Size



Leather Bound
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By Pauline A. Demeza

Materials Required:
Découpage Paper: SD341.
Gold Card.
Gold Label Stickers: XL171U-01 Borders
and Corners, XL283U-01 Wording.
Medium Embossing Tool.
Ruler and Craft Knife.
Sticky Fixers.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-49 Hammer Red.

To Make The Card:
Cut out the first layer of the découp-

age sheet and use a ruler and knife to
trim it neatly to 90mm x 115mm. Work
the rest of the design onto this layer 
then set it aside for now.

Place the open card mount face up 
on a cutting mat and score a line 3cm 
to the right of the fold line using the
embossing tool along a ruler.

Cut a strip of gold card to 45mm x
150mm, my gold card has a nice grain that looks
a bit like pages, if you don’t have anything like
this, gold Linen Embossed card can be made to
look quite page like by scoring close lines with a
ruler and embossing tool (see blue card). Glue this
gold piece to the top of the inside back panel.

Trace along the top of the back panel from the
diagram, down curve 1 and down the side a
little. Lay this on the top right corner of the back
panel over the gold card, retrace the curve with
an embossing tool to indent the card then trim 
on the indented line.

Now trace along the green line on the dia-
gram, up the fold of the card, around curve 2,
along the front and down the side a short way. 

Place the card face up and open, align the
tracing over the front panel to the centre fold of
the card and emboss along the curve and across

the line, use a ruler for the line to keep it nice
and straight. Cut along the embossed line to
remove the top piece of card.

Fold the card closed and trace curve 3, along
with a short length up the side and along the 
bottom for positioning. Position the curve tracing
at the bottom left corner of the card, emboss and
cut through both panels to give the curve.

Add the gold borderlines as follows begin-
ning with the stickers along the spine. Place the
open card face up and stick a borderline 5mm
from the centre fold and one 5mm to the left
of the scored line, trim the ends to 1cm from 
the card edges. Add a bit of border across the 
top and bottom of these curving it to match the
curve of the card.

Stick a corner sticker into each corner of the
front cover placing each one 5mm from the edge 
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or from the scored line, make sure they
are squarely placed or the borders will
not look right.

Add a borderline between the cor-
ners, do this by overlapping the corner
a centimetre or two following the line
of the corner and matching to the
opposite corner. Place a knife blade 
on the borderline right where it joins
the corner, lift the border against the
blade and this will cut it off cleanly at
the blade. 

Place the knife at the start of the
borderline where it joins the corner
and lift the overlap to trim it in the
same way.

Carefully glue the 3D découpaged
design into place and add the wording
and stars to finish.

You can change the card colour and
the découpage paper to make various
different cards for your friends and 
relatives, they don’t have to be all 
the same. 

If you want to use a less traditional
style of découpage paper than either 
of these, make the rest of the book
design (the spine and borders) less 
traditional as well to suit the paper. 
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Designer Profile:
I live in France with my

partner, daughter Millie, dog
Verdis, two cockatiels Barney
and Wilma and a beautiful
new baby Alice, born in July.

Have you ever picked 
up those glorious glossies
and read about people who
buy a wreck (house) abroad
and then have this wonder-
ful looking home in a few months. Well this is real life,
we did just that and three years later we’re still living 
in the ‘we’ll only be in it for six months’ cabin with a
chemical toilet. On a good day ‘the shack’ is a bijou and
on a bad day it’s a shed.

I am deaf and registered disabled. I was introduced
to card crafting and C.C.
about five years ago by a
friend, Simone. I love it and
it keeps me sane.

I hope that one day I too
will be able to sell my cards
for charity like some of the
fab people I read about in
your mag but until we can
afford a ‘flushing toilet’ that
day is a little way off.

I am getting a bit obsessed
with paper and general bits

and bobs, so much so
that I look at some-
one opening a gift
and whilst every-
one’s cooing over
the contents, I am
wondering if they
recycle, or can I have
the wrapping? My
partner got it right 

at Christmas
when he
asked what paper I would prefer. I
was a bit concerned, him being
even more practical than me, that
the roll of lovely green wrapping
paper was indeed my present.

My friend Clare, who also lives
in France, is a painter of ceramic
ware. She has made me some flat
ceramic pieces for my cards that
don’t weigh too much. They look
like porcelain and can be turned
into fridge magnets afterwards,
which was their original purpose. 

I did do a card with my name
on it with a Chinese stamp I 
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bought in China some years ago. I have been trying to
learn Chinese painting to use on my cards and in general
it’s more difficult than it looks. In a recent designer pro-
file Rebecca Yue paint-
ed on Mulberry paper
in her Chinese designs.
I am interested to know
what ink she used as it
didn’t look like it bled

everywhere like mine did.
Ed. - Rebecca says she used watercolour with
a watercolour brush.

Millie loves your magazine. When 
it arrives a fight ensues, usually with
Mummy saying quite childishly that 
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Millie receives lots of post from Nana, Daddy
gets all the bills and I get this magazine. Now
she is at school all day, I savour it all and then go
through it with her when she comes home. Millie
loved the Animal Alphabet and wanted to write
a paragraph or two for the profile, she also made
a card.

Bonjour! My name is Millie and I am four
years old. I love making cards, painting, gluing
and glitter. I love getting parcels from my Nana,
but hate school and woolly tights, they make my
legs itch.

I have been making cards for as long as I can
remember, and that’s like ages. Mummy has a
card stock just for me. She has a unit with all
cards, envelopes and other papers in and it’s the
only thing I am not allowed to touch. 

Mummy also has special boxes with dia-
monds, bows and lots of things that sparkle, 
I do get told ‘don’t touch Millie’, but I go on and

on and eventually get to play with them. This 
is a good way of getting my own way when
mummy is trying to concentrate. I had my own
craft pack last year and mummy spotted this
green holographic paper, ooh Millie look at that...
I said ‘put that down mummy’, so cool!

Mummy is showing me how to stencil names
onto cards, this works well if I haven’t pressed

too hard and the nib of the
pen disappears... where
does it go?
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Left:
Judy Porter,
North Yorskhire. 
A 3D découpage design
combined with washing
line poles made from cock-
tail sticks. The background
is hand painted with glitter
paper for the snow.
Right:
Barbara Larkins,
Hertfordshire.
Christmas trees cut from a
pretty printed ribbon with 
a plain and message panel
and pre cut star.

Above Left:
Michaela Lockwood, London.
3D Découpage design made from wrapping paper. The 
background is trimmed with stickers to disguise the cut.
Above Right: 
Fiona Kirk, Lanarkshire.
The Christmas tree is made from squares of paper folded
tea-bag style. I have then cut the card to shadow the
shape of the tree and decorated the inside of the card
with printed paper.
Below:
Doreen Jones, Lancashire.
The Noel panel is rubber stamped, embossed and col-
oured. The berries are dimensional paint and the holly
leaves are Quickutz shapes which I have glittered.

Left: 
Brenda Judd, Hertfordshire
The two panels are cut from printed
paper edged with stickers. The whole
card is then decorated with stickers.
Below: 
Sylvia Buckley, West Yorkshire.
My two panels are Gold Label stickers
coloured with a marker pen, applied 
to goatskin paper and cut to leave a 
narrow border. The wording is rubber
stamped and embossed. All are mount-
ed onto gold and green panels and 
the card is decorated with green ribbon
and brads.
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Above: 
Phyllis Skinner, Somerset.
A 3D découpage design which I have mounted
over an old C.D. to give the effect of a full moon.
Below: 
Barbara Spencer, Lincolnshire.
I half cut a circle in a single fold card and re-
verse folded the front flap to give a circle centre.
I trimmed this with stickers and mounted a 
glitter medallion design into it. The flowers and
leaves are paper punched.

Right: Karen Young, Cheshire.
The card is covered with foiled paper in which I
have cut an oval aperture, rounded the corners
and punched holly leaf designs. The Poinsettia 
is napkin découpage decorated with a sprinkling
of glitter
Below: Mrs. Powell, Buckinghamshire.
The word is made from quilled pegs and ovals
with a border of quilling paper and stickers.

Above: Amelia Weerasinghe, West Midlands.
Gold Label peel-off sticker placed on acetate and
coloured with glitter. The card is also decorated
with stickers.
Below: A. Hartley, West Yorkshire.
Apertures are backed by gold card and topped with large sequins on card panels.
The wording is individual letters rubber stamped and embossed on white card
which are then mounted behind the apertures hand cut into the gold strips.

Below: Ginny Adams, Bristol.
I have made a background for
my cat using paper just cut
freehand with the snowdrop
flowers being quilled. The 
cat is a sticker which I have
trimmed with a red bow and
wobbly eyes.
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Left: Eileen Goodwill, Oxfordshire.
I have used real twigs painted
black and highlighted with silver,
hand cut card leaves and shop
bought berries. My tag is made
from card with stickers.
Below: Mary Wilson, Somerset.
This scene is a Gold Label sticker
cut from it’s frame and painted.

Left: 
Q. Hickey, London.
A ‘spring fold’ design made from
a single fold card decorated with
stickers.
Below: 
Nicky Johns, London.
A zig zag Christmas tree made 
from folded strips of left over 
wrapping paper.

Above:
Hilda Potterron, Dorset.
A 3D découpage design in an
aperture card which has been
trimmed with stickers, the trees
and robin are waste from this
and other sheets.
Right:
C. Solomon, Bristol.
This starburst is worked by
pricking holes into the card,
adding a straight stitch to form
the rays and then stitching stars
and beads along them.

Right: 
Sarah Turner, Wiltshire.
A single plastic motif cut from an old 
decoration panelled to give it emphasis.
This is complemented by tassels of pretty
beads in appropriate colours.
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Right: 
Gladys Norman, 
Isle of Man.
The Nativity is rubber stamped and randomly cut 
out then backed by silver. The card front is cut on the 
diagonal and backed with printed snowflake paper.
Below: 
Joy Robinson, 
Kent.
I have made up a 3D découpage square using only a 
second layer, so it is very minimalist, moulding and
shaping the pieces and fixing with silicone glue. The
aperture is backed with blue glitter paper and then 
the edge is decorated with single layers cut from 
the rest of the sheet, again moulding and fixing with
silicone glue.

Below: Barbara Parker, Staffordshire.
The background to my scene is paper with Vivelle car-
pet and the rest is made of stickers using the outlines
from one sheet and most of the infill colours being the
waste from the same design in another colour.

Right: Yvonne Lucas, Hants.
I cut an arch into single fold
card to suit the scene which 
is a découpage sheet. The cat
is cut from felt on card for
stiffness and decorated with
mini gemstones. The streamers
and other decorations are all
made from Gold Label stickers.

Above: Gloria Warner, Hertfordshire.
I have used a pressed leaf to make my
Christmas tree and decorated it with 
sticker presents, dots and star. The word-
ing is also a sticker which I have bordered
with straight stickers to make a frame.
Upper Left: Enid Young, Nottinghamshire.
This is a ‘spring fold’ card cut from a 
single fold card with diagonal folds added
to create a diamond front which has 
a découpage design and is decorated 
with stickers.
Left: J. Smith, Essex.
The card front is covered with printed
papers and gold card which is topped by 
a découpage design.



Above: 
Marion Owen, Lancashire.
A rubber stamped angel with glittered wings
and halo is mounted behind acetate to create a
shaker card. The background card is decorated
with stitched snowflakes and stickers.
Lower Right: 
Annette Humphries, Mid Glamorgan
Quilled Christmas candle and holly mounted
over a printed paper background decorated
with stickers.
Below:
Jean Watson,
West
Midlands.
The starry
background 
is scrapbook
paper with
hand cut
paper hills.
The characters
are cut from
Quickutz dies
using a 
variety of
papers to suit.
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Left: 
Cynthis Rodway, Hampshire.
3D Découpage design worked around a 
clay candle.
Below: Pearl Tant, Essex.
This cheery snowman, the robin and holly
leaves are recycled from old Christmas
cards. The card is half covered with some
snowflake background paper and I have
added a couple of snowflakes and wording
stickers.

Below: Grace Isted, London.
My tree is a pretty sticker with a 
sticker football. The rocking horse 
is cut from a die and the little ted 
and gingerbread man chain are 
rubber stamped.

Right: Joan Newton, South Yorkshire.
This window is cut from a Christmas
card catalogue which is bordered with
stickers to complete the frame and
then decorated with suitably coloured
flowers and leaves. The whole card is
covered with Thermaseal with word-
ing stickers applied over the top.
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